Hygienic Protection Glass Combines Aesthetics and Functionality
INDIANAPOLIS, November 5, 2020 – New dormakaba SHIELD hygienic protection glass offers
permanent, long-term separation protection that maximizes safety without compromising
aesthetics. SHIELD serves both sides, protecting customers and employees, while minimizing
the spread of contagions and enabling connection through transparency.
SHIELD designs are easy to install, regardless of your existing layout or application. It can
connect glass elements to each other or to existing surfaces, such as service counter tops,
reception areas, desks and other fixtures for maximum versatility.



Clamped Glass Fixation glass is mounted and fixed at the bottom, with free edges and
sides
Fitting Fastening via Glass Drilling glass is fixed between two columns or walls, with
or without partial downward connection

“Clear protection has become an essential element in creating hygienic person-to-person
interaction points,” said Curtis Massey, dormakaba Interior Glass Solutions Product Manager.
“Glass offers transparency that won’t be compromised over time through discoloration, cracks,
crazing or other use impacts. Our hygienic protection glass is versatile, easy to install and highly
durable providing you with long-term savings.”
SHIELD offers extreme flexibility to meet a wide range of specifications for the latest market
needs.






Highly Durable – Glass is more resistant to acrylic or Plexiglas resulting in minimal
long-term replacement needs.
Easy to install and maintain – Partitions can be permanent or temporary, are
assembled and installed quickly, and can endure high-frequency repeated cleaning
using soap and water as well as a host of cleaning and disinfecting agents – all without
surface degradation or discoloration.
Significantly reduce contagion risk – Offers added protection by physically shielding
employees from each other and customers.
Sleek, aesthetic design – Available in multiple styles and designs that connect glass
elements to each other and provide protection that will give customers and employees a
greater sense of safety.

For more information, visit dormakaba.com.
About dormakaba
dormakaba is one of the top three companies in the global market for access and security
solutions. With strong brands such as Dorma and Kaba in our portfolio, we are a single source
for products, solutions, and services related to doors and secure access to buildings and rooms.
With around 16,000 employees and numerous cooperation partners, we are active in over 130
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countries. dormakaba is headquartered in Rümlang (Zurich/Switzerland) and generates an
annual turnover of over CHF 2 billion.
SIX Swiss Exchange: DOKA (formerly: KABN / KABNE) Further information at
www.dormakaba.us.
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